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characters which mark the aspirates in Indo-Aryan are
wanting in these alphabets. But in this case it must
be asked if Dravidiau itself is not a language brought
to the Dekhan, its presert area: because the loss of
aspiration is one of these typical facts which immediately
makes one think of the action of the substratum : this
substratum could not have been Munda which possesses
aspirates. Dravidian, the language of the Dekhan,
therefore, would have been at first a language of the
North and the horse, in fact, is in India really an animal
of the North : it has been discovered in a fossil state '
in the Siwalik mountains ; and the ^Vedas specially .
mention the horses of Sind and the Sarasvati (of. Crooke,.
Things Indian, p, 253 ff. ; Macdonell-Keitb, Tedic Index,
under acva). Thus one would again fall back on a
hypothesis, similar to the one already mentioned, about
the contact of two languages in the pre-historie period1
in anterior Asia ; but it will have this time another
degree of historical probability ; the history of ancient
India can be explained to a great extent by the successive
floods of invasions of which the first is only an anticipated
consequence of the second : the Dravidians might have
preceded the Aryans, as the Sakas preceded the Kusanas
and as later on the Kusauas-again preceded the hup?.
The difference would be this that the Dravidians and
Aryans imposed their languages on India.
Tbus questions that are brought forward are
important at least in the hypothesis that ghota was
taken from Dravidian. But the name of the horse is
essentially a name subject to renewal and no one can
foresee whence, the new name would be taken. One may
think of ross9 pferd and gaul without speaking of mafire
and of stute and, in another domain, of caballu* and
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